MUSIC RELATED JOURNALS

- Acta Musicologica
- American Music
- Asian Music
- Black Music Research Journal
- Computer Music Journal
- Fontes Artis Musicae
- Indiana Theory Review
- Latin American Music Review
- Leonardo Music Journal
- Music and Letters
- Music and the Moving Image
- Music, Sound, and the Moving Image
- Notes
- The Opera Quarterly
- Philosophy of Music Education Review
- Women and Music: A Journal of Gender and Culture
Project MUSE offers scholarly books that cover the range of Music scholarship from distinguished publishers including:

- Indiana University Press
- The MIT Press
- University of California Press
- University of Illinois Press
- University of Nebraska Press
- University of Rochester Press

WITH MUSE, OUR BOOKS AND JOURNALS SUPPORT YOUR COURSEWORK:

Transform your syllabus with stable links to course content

Link to articles, book reviews, and chapters. Email links directly to your students.

Search books and journals on the same platform

MUSE BOOKS & JOURNALS ARE:

100% full text

Available as chapter and article downloads

Mobile-accessible on PDF-compatible devices

Now and Always, The Trusted Content Your Research Requires.